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The current issue contains the research articles from different faculties ranging from Arts
to Engineering faculty exploring various macro and micro areas. Within the five years of
entry into the research publication, the journal has received overwhelming response
from the researchers and educational institutional institutions involved in various areas
and faculties. We appreciate their zeal and enthusiasm for the research and innovation.
Research methodologies and techniques have been tremendously undergoing
changes during current times. The various disciplines have been widening horizons with
the higher pursuit in the subject. However, the existing research by the various
researchers should be taken into consideration and they should be give adequate citation.
The reference to the previous research helps to locate status of the research on the
subject and it would also give proper direction to further research with minimum scope
for the digression from the area. The practice helps to locate the researcher's work into
the tradition of the ever going research activity of the subject.
Contemporary Research in India has been propagating the research activity with
the similar object and it believes in the fact that the research findings should be given
adequate publicity among the fraternity spread worldwide and the same should be
referred be the scholars. We hope that we would be successful in the long cherished and
nurtured objectives with the strong support by the readers.
Dr. Deepak Nanaware
Editor-in-chief

Contemporary Research in India is a peer-reviewed Multi-Disciplinary International Journal with quarterly periodicity aims at promoting
research in Humanities, Social Sciences, Sciences, Engineering, Law, and Education and so on. The Journal will also help to explore
creative talents and bring out creative writing in the form of research articles, reviews, poetry, short story, etc. with a view to establish,
understand and maintain harmony among different disciplines and spheres. Above all, emphasis and priority will be given to pure research
as it will mould the world in future. The purpose is to disseminate an authentic body of research which further promotes knowledge,
understanding and an intellectual exercise among the research fraternity.
Contributors are requested to forward their writings to Deepak Nanaware, Editor-in-Chief and Publisher, Contemporary
Research in India. The articles will be Published after thorough review by experts.
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